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RENÉ BENEDETTI was born in Toulon on June 10th 1901. The family moved to
Paris and his father opened a music shop in Montmartre. Édouard Nadaud taught
René at the Conservatoire and Firmin Touche at the Schola Cantorum. His début
in Paris in 1911 was at a concert conducted by Gabriel Pierné.
Milhaud arranged his orchestral score Le Bœuf sur le toit, first performed in 1919,
as a “Cinéma-fantaisie pour piano et violon”, and he dedicated it to Benedetti, who
gave the first performance on 26th May 1921 in the Salle Gaveau.
He was closely involved, often as leader or soloist, in the Concerts Salades, a series
of concerts organised by Jean Wiéner from December 1921 to May 1924.
Audiences heard Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire (French première, the text retranslated in to French) conducted by Milhaud, Satie’s Socrate, Stravinsky’s Mavra
and music of Les Six.
In 1924 in London Benedetti played solo works by Bach and Paganini and he
toured widely. Clarence Miaskov reports that in Paganini’s Concerto in D major he
used his own cadenza, and that it was more difficult than the one by Sauret. He
had large hands with wide fingers, but which narrowed at the tips, so that he could
block fifths. He used a light bow for Paganini; a heavier one for Tchaikovsky and
Brahms. He played a bastard Stradivarius of which the belly was a reconstruction.
Benedetti, who preferred teaching to public performance, taught from 1942 to 1971
at the Paris Conservatoire. His pupils included Christian Ferras and J.-J. Kantarow.
In 1941 he formed the B.B.N.Trio with the cellist André Navarra and the pianist,
Joseph Benvenutti. Its repertoire ranged widely, from Beethoven to Ravel.
René Benedetti died in Paris on October 19th 1975.
His brother, Fernand was a well known cellist.
HARRY SOLLOWAY is believed to have been born in Riga in 1899 of Russian
parents travelling regularly between Russia and England. The family lived in the
east end of London, presumably engaged in commerce. The father, perhaps on the
occasion of a birthday, asked if Harry would like a Scotch suit or a violin. Dearly
wanting a Scotch suit, but divining what would most please his father, he chose a
violin. He advanced rapidly as private tuition built on an existing love of music.
The family emigrated to America where tuition continued. Music became the
centre of his life and his parents were advised that he should study seriously. Thus
he went to Paris, and on a scholarship to the Conservatoire Nationale, studied with
the blind violinist, Henri Berthelier, head of the violin class and teacher, also, of
Raoul Vidas and Renée Chemet. However, after only nine months the first world
war necessitated his return to America. For seven years he did not touch the violin,
but worked in Edison’s laboratory, in frequent daily contact with Edison himself.
However, his mother persuaded him to resume music. Thus in 1921 he travelled to

Hungary where he won a scholarship to study in Budapest for two years. Under
Jenö Hubay he graduated cum laude, the master predicting a great future for him.
He seems to have realised that at his age, and as yet unknown, it would need
perseverance to break into the market, the more so as, in his view, standards had
risen so steeply. He must have had in mind the arrival in America of Heifetz in
1917. He toured Italy with great success and, playing for the royal family, was
awarded the title of Cavaliere. From about 1925 to 1929 he made London his base.
In 1928 he toured with the tenor, Tom Burke, known as “The Lancashire Caruso”,
and composed some songs with him. From 1927 to 1929 he played in Sir Henry
Wood’s International Celebrity Concerts. He then returned to the United States to
lead the New York Symphony Orchestra under Walter Damrosch at the Paramount
Theatre, New York. He also conducted.
He migrated to California where he lead orchestras for Werner Janssen and Joseph
Pasternak. Solloway’s last years were spent in the film studios, where he was long
remembered. Clearly, throughout his career he was switching all the time between
‘serious’ and ‘popular’ music. He died circa 1960.
His records were made in the years 1924 to 1928. It is not unlikely that during part
of this time he was leading a band in Germany. (The last two pieces are from a disc
labelled: “GRAMMOPHON”-SONDERPLATTE FÜR DIE PRESSEBALL 1928
the reverse side being of the Paul Godwin Dance Orchestra.)
Violin enthusiasts will be delighted to have this album, not only for the intrinsic
merits of the two players represented, but also because they present such an
interesting contrast. Although they are of exactly the same generation and have a
considerable refinement in common, Harry Solloway and René Benedetti seem to
be from different eras. Solloway is clearly a child of the era of gut strings, while
Benedetti is a more modern player. Despite his early French training, Solloway has
his roots in central Europe – there is a hint of the wide-ish ‘Hubay vibrato’ at times
– whereas Benedetti is wholly Mediterranean in his approach, with a tone of
exceptional transparency. He is a first-rate virtuoso, although we know from his
chamber music recordings that he was more musical than the term virtuoso implies;
and it is no surprise to find that, harking back to his Italian ancestry, he became one
of the great Paganini players. Solloway, if not such an exciting violinist, is a fine
musician, by no means deficient in technique; it is a matter of misfortune that he
did not have a more enduring career. The contrasts between the two are heightened
because they are playing similar repertoire; we even have two Carmen fantasies,
Solloway being one of the few to record his teacher Hubay’s version. Both players
show finesse in their use of vibrato – with the proviso about Solloway noted above
– and both work well with their pianists. Benedetti has as accompanist the wellknown Parisian player Maurice Faure (pronounced ‘four’ as one syllable, the final
letter unaccented), while Solloway has the Polish musician Waldemar Liachowsky,
who was based in Berlin. Amongst those Liachowsky partnered in recitals there
was the Finnish violinist Anja Ignatius.
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